
Once inside the protective privacy of Loopagoon’s tall, 
picturesque walls; guests will emerge into a park that 
abounds with beautiful theming, landscaping and architec-
ture; all meant to immerse its visitors in a Mediterranean 
look and feel.

Loopagoon’s massive water slide tower will feature seven unique 
attractions hosting hundreds of meters of fun. Adrenaline seekers 
will experience zero gravity as they virtually freefall with up to 
three companions into the exhilarating 14m wide Tornado. Those 
that feel a need for speed will find their satisfaction on the two 
Twisters when they slip and slide down each of these two unique 
slides on a thin sheet of water. Guests that like competition will 

grab a mat and up to three friends to race shoul-
der-to-shoulder, head-first down Loopagoon’s 
Octopus Racer where the winner will always 
walk away with bragging rights! If riders want 
twists and turns they will grab an inner-tube and 
take a ride down each of the PIPEline slides. 
Those that want to take a spin will enjoy the 
dizzying enjoyment of the CannonBOWL.

Adventurous guests will have hours of fun learning, from professional coaches, to bodyboard and surf 
on the giant FlowRider. Beginners and experts alike will find hours of fun and excitement as they learn 
and sharpen their Flow skills on this 10m wide continuously flowing sheet of water. Not only designed 
with the rider in mind; spectators will share in the excitement and memory making with riders. Onlookers 
will be able to watch and cheer on their favorite riders as they learn their maneuvers and tricks. 

Loopagoon will be the first major waterpark of its kind in the Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia featuring 
an exciting mix of rides, slides, and attractions targeted for the entire family. Nestled on the shores of 
Dana Bay’s beautiful lagoon waters; Loopagoon will bring the water to life for everyone. Whether 
guests want to float and relax, get their adrenaline pumping, or simply watch their children splash 
around; Loopagoon will have it all. 

Developed by Dana Bay and Jenan Real-Estate on 15,616 sqm of prime sea-side real-estate; Loopagoon, 
will host 12 unique, state of the art rides, slides and attractions from the world’s leading manufacturers. 
Once open, Loopagoon will be a preferred employer in the region, staffing up to 175 trained associates 
to deliver five-star service and safety, creating memorable experiences to all its guests. 



Guests visiting Loopagoon will have the peace of mind knowing that all their swimming and sun needs are met in the 

Retail shop. Guests will have no need to go to the mall; sunscreen, swimwear and all other needs will be met on site. 

Souvenirs too!

Guests that want to simply unwind while still enjoying the 

water will find their perfect spot on an inner-tube floating 
care-free around the 200+ meter long Lazy River. 

Loopagoon will also cater to its youngest guests with its 

Spray Pad and gigantic Kids’ Play Structure (KPS). The 
Spray Pad will be perfect for toddlers and young ones not 
yet comfortable with slides and pools. The KPS will feature 
an enormous bucket dumping water across the entire 

attraction every couple of minutes and seven distinct slides 

twisting around a central, spray filled play structure like a 
giant octopus. 

All the fun and excitement in the park will make anyone 

hungry. Guests’ appetites will be further stimulated when 

they see the delicious food offerings in Loopagoon’s 

signature restaurant. Dinners will be able order a quick 

refreshment and get back to the fun, or take their time 

and relax with a tea/coffee or full meal all while enjoying 

scenic views of the park from its first-floor terraces.

Loopagoon will put a twist on the traditional swimming pool 

with the vast Wavepool featuring waves running in 15-minute 

cycles throughout the operational day. Swimmers will float 
up and down while relaxing on an inner-tube, or splash and 

play in the breakers. Lifejackets will be available for all sized 

guests that need a little assistance or piece of mind while in 

the water. 


